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This is NOT a modern, simplified interpretation of a few Taoist cultivation techniques. This is a REAL thing, a translation
of thousands of years old, complete Alchemy Manual, that fully synchronizes with direct LINEAGE teachings.

How you move your body. Masters from the east have lived far longer and healthier than the typical westerner
for thousands of years. Masters of the past have researched and developed many exercises and training
protocols that have been proven to not only extend life, but the quality of life as well. What you put into your
body. To obtain maximum health and vitality you must cultivate good eating habits along with the correct
herbs. Instead, upgrade your habits. Dieting is usually silly and futile. We have gathered the best herbs we
could find for health, vitality and longevity. It has been proven that your recurring thought patterns attract
events, people and circumstances into your life. Most people are unaware of these thought patterns. They
happen while you are driving, working and even sleeping. So when you do focus, your ability to bring a
situation or goal into your life is greatly enhanced. Why would you want to join this program? As we enter the
twenty-first century, chronic health issues have become an increasing concern. This seems especially true for
seniors who are experiencing these conditions and are seeking ways to prevent or treat their chronic health
conditions and enhance their quality of life. While the preceding century saw much advancement in care and
prevention, it, unfortunately, also saw a rise in stress and sedentary life style related ailments, including
obesity, anxiety, hypertension, musculoskeletal impairments, bowel dysfunction, and many more. These later
conditions have several factors in common: Additionally, in many cases, conventional treatments appear to be
associated with a significant incidence of side effects. Because of these issues, health care trends in the
twenty-first century are moving toward a willingness to try treatment approaches derived from cultures and
philosophies which differ from those in western cultures. An example of this is the growing interest in western
cultures in Chinese Tai Chi and other energy enhancing breathing exercises as tools useful in proactive health
maintenance and treatment of chronic health impairments. You go to a gym, and develop your biceps. That is
a good thing. If you are currently doing this, keep up the good work. You die of a heart attack. The eastern
health arts focus on joint and organ strength, not just muscular strength. This had been researched and
developed through what is called the 5-Element theory. Your organs are connected to meridians and vessels
that circulate energy through out your body. Your level of health and vitality will be in direct proportion to
your organ health and your circulation of energy. This is difficult to explain in a short letter - students spend 4
years in medical acupuncture school to learn this. Let me say just this: This is a picture of an actual Taoist
Monastery on Mt. Huashan in Northern China. In ancient times one would climb the mountain to live and
study with the Taoist Wise Men to learn the Secrets of the Masters. In our day and age, many of us just do not
have the time and energy it takes to go there, yet we still want to learn and train. You still need to make a
commitment to learning and practicing only you create your own mountain! This is not a religion. This is a
way of behaving on a daily basis. This is how you get results. The information taught in this program was
traditionally taught to disciples in the mountains of Asia. Normally a person would go and train with a Master
for many months or years to learn this level of knowledge. In our day and age, this is almost impossible unless
you are willing and able to leave your life, your family and business for a time being. That is unrealistic for
most people. I am bringing the mountain to you! The climb is just as challenging and the results will be the
same as long as you are willing to do the work.
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Would you like to cultivate health, healing, happiness and higher-self development in your life? Would you
want to transform the frustrations of stress and tension into vitality for a full life, plus access reality-based
experiences of the spiritual dimensions within? Universal Healing Tao instruction, masterminded by Master
Mantak Chia , provides a complete set of personalized tools to enable you to achieve your goals. Whether a
complete novice or an intermediate wandering truth-seeker, you already have the resources in you that you
need to reach your goals. You just need to learn how to cultivate them, simply, step by step. Tao Garden is a
worldwide center for Taoist training and holistic healing, detoxification and rejuvenation. Located in the
foothills of the Eastern Himalayas in the northern Thailand countryside near Chiang Mai, Tao Garden offers
year-round Taoist training plus complementary health services. Guests enjoy their time at Tao Garden in the
beautiful surroundings of nature with fresh air, good water and delicious organic diet. It is a complete system
for our integrated physical, energy emotional , mental and spiritual bodies. The focus is on developing and
refining our life energy, chiâ€”our bio-electromagnetic lifeforceâ€”for self-healing and life enhancement.
Whereby, the practitioner consciously senses the personal Chi within the body, and then the Chi of Earth,
nature and the Universe. At the same time, we strive to achieve spiritual independence and merge into oneness
with the Wu Chi. Human Primordial Force Taoist history goes back to the time when everybody was living in
nature and in caves. In those times, the Chinese started connecting with nature and feeling the forces of nature.
Starting from the beginning of conception when the egg and sperm come together in the first cell. This cell has
the power to draw the primordial force down, combine with it and form what comes to be a human. Just as
when the first cell divides and multiplies, the subsequent copies from the original retain the capacity to draw
in the primordial force. When the human body is formed, the sexual organ cells store part of the primordial
force. The heart stores part of the original spirit Yuan Shen of the primordial force. The right kidney stores
part of the primordial force that supports life and gives more life. When we combine our love, compassion and
orgasmic sexual energy, a harmonizing resonance effect arises at the synergistic frequency of 8 Hz. In this
state of activation, our cells will draw in the primordial force and a process of cellular intercourse occurs.
Cells divide and combine, giving birth to new and improved cells. This cellular intercourse will also occur
when we have stored enough of this combined sexual energy jing and then combine it with love and
compassion energy. The kidneys store part of the primordial force and connect with the earth force, which also
has the same 8 Hz frequency. There are many rooting Chi Kung practices in Taoism to help ourselves to be
energetically rooted into the earth in order to access its primordial force. Earth force is combined with the
universal primordial force so that it is a source of the major force that is closest to the quality of human force.
The Heavenly Primordial Force and the Earth Primordial Force combine with Human Original Primordial
Force such as the combination of creative life forces at human conception of the first cell. Primordial Force
and Dark Matter The whole Taoist practice is involved with how to evoke the primordial force in order to be
reunited with it in our body, Primordial Force-an aspect of Dark Matter-fills the whole universe. Each galaxy
is a part of the Primordial Force, especially our galaxy, our solar system and our planet Earth. Our sun and
Earth are part of just one solar system out of billion combinations of star and planet solar systems in our Milky
Way galaxy. The Taoist understandings state that our Earth is the energy center of the galaxies of our
universe. This point of view is supported by the most advanced scientists of today in the field of quantum
mechanics. We are well-positioned and well-suited for the all-important process of drawing upon the
primordial force for our life maintenance, refinement and evolution. Fortifying ourselves with this essential
resource enables us to manifest the amazing wonders of our human birthright. And so, according to the Tao,
the universe sends energy to us and to Earth so the earth can support life. Our earth stores a major part that we
need in order to fulfill our birthright. Our planets also have a lot of influence on us, and all the planets store
some of the elemental qualities of Primordial Force that we need to access in order to complete our inner
alchemy transformation. Highly refined states of inner experience and consciousness are the birthright of all
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humans and are accessible by all! Inner-Alchemy-Just-Practice Taoists combine all the things that are
effective. They take out what is not necessary, including all rituals and ceremonies. They go to the mountains,
practice and come down to teach and help people. He was practicing and searching for all the masters in the
mountains. Finally, he met my master, and he learned the whole system that he passed on to me. The Master
gave no initiation, no celebration, nothing at allâ€”just pure practice. The nine levels of Taoist internal
spiritual cultivation that I teach were originally transmitted to me by my Master, Yi Eng. It took many
generations of Masters to refine their amazing experiences into nine practical stages of inner alchemy. He told
me to teach these to Chinese first and then to Westerners. White Cloud left his body at age Integrating
Immortality Sexual Essence, Inner Child and the Immortal Spirit Body Some may find it interesting to hear
that spiritual development can go hand in hand with a loving, respectful sexual relationship as well as for solo
cultivation practice. And further, that the sexual energy generated in the process is a critical element for
spiritual development. One learns to cultivate, control, conserve, refine and store sexual energy in the body in
the basic practices. From there, there are more refined Inner Alchemy practices that enable Universal Tao
practitioners to grow and attain their Immortal Spirit Body. Through Inner Alchemy processes, one refines
immaterial sexual energy essence and healthy positive energy generated from material physical body and
sources of Earth, nature, planets, and the universe. With loving attention and care from the upper hierarchy of
meditation practices-Lesser, Greater and Greatest Kan and Li, and Sealing of the Five Senses-one feeds,
transfers consciousness and trains this energy body to grow like a healthy child. It takes time, patience and
commitment. Therefore, Taoists value a healthy, happy, emotionally balanced life and longevity to support
feeling good and to be willing to persevere with this higher inner alchemy process. The process is further
refined in the practices of the Congress of Heaven and Earth and then the Reunion of Heaven and Man. It
transcends the limits of the physical world of time and space-while still living in the here and now. The goal
can be attained and experienced in this lifetime. It is the ultimate meaning and purpose of life!
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Taoist Yoga has 57 ratings and 3 reviews. Taylor said: I found this book to be an insightful read into Taoist internal
alchemy, however I'd also say that.

The idea that fake gold was superior to real gold arose because the alchemists believed the combination of a
variety of substances and the transformation of these substances through roasting or burning gave the final
substance a spiritual value. It possesses a superior essence when compared to natural gold. They were believed
to have longevity and could elongate the life of the consumer. Cinnabar is a mineral with a reddish-brown
colour and is the most common source of mercury in nature. The colour of the cinnabar is significant to
symbolic belief as well. The colour red in Chinese culture is considered to be the "zenith of the colour
representing the sun, fire, royalty and energy. Pg 70 Cinnabar could also be roasted which produced a liquid
form of silver known as quicksilver, which we know to be mercury. This substance was ingested but it could
also be combined with sulphur and burned again to return to its natural form of cinnabar. In China gold was
quite rare, so it was usually imported from other surrounding countries. However, cinnabar could be refined in
the mountains of Sichuan and Hunan Provinces in central China. Although the majority of hsien immortality
elixirs were combinations of jindan, many other elixirs were formed by combining metallic bases with natural
herbs or animals bi-products. Elixirs were composed of metallic compounds such as gold and silver, but they
could also be made of more lethal components like arsenic, and sulphur. Eastern vs Western views[ edit ]
Further information: Alchemy Both the Eastern practice of alchemy and the later Western practice are
remarkably similar in their methods and ultimate purpose. To be sure, the desire to create an elixir of
immortality was more appealing to the Taoists, but European alchemists were not averse to seeking out
formulas for various longevity-boosting substances. The secret of transmuting one element into another,
specifically base metals into gold or silver, was equally explored by both schools for obvious reasons. In the
European outlook, the ability to turn relatively worthless materials into gold was attractive enough to allow
medieval alchemy to enjoy extensive practice long after the Chinese form had been forgotten. Alternatively,
transmutation was also a means of accruing the precious metals that were key in making life-extending elixirs,
and were otherwise expensive and difficult to obtain. Chinese alchemy specifically was consistent in its
practice from the beginning, and there was relatively little controversy among its practitioners. Definition
amongst alchemists varied only in their medical prescription for the elixir of immortality or perhaps only over
their names for it, of which sinology has counted about 1, Because the Chinese approach was through the
fundamental doctrine of Yin and Yang, the influence of the I Ching , and the teachings of the Five Elements,
Chinese alchemy had its roots considerably more in obtaining a higher mental-spiritual level. In the West there
were conflicts between advocates of herbal and "chemical" mineral pharmacy , but in China, mineral remedies
were always accepted. In Europe there were conflicts between alchemists who favored gold-making and those
who thought medicine the proper goal, but the Chinese always favored the latter. Since alchemy rarely
achieved any of these goals, it was an advantage to the Western alchemist to have the situation obscured, and
the art survived in Europe long after Chinese alchemy had simply faded away. Origins[ edit ] Despite much
research, many scholars are still unable to marshal conflicting evidence in order to determine when exactly
Chinese alchemy started. However, despite the uncertain origins, there are enough similarities in the ideas of
practices of Chinese alchemy and the Daoist tradition so that one can conclude that Laozi and Chang Tao Ling
are the creators of this tradition. In her article, Radcliffe tells that Chang Tao Ling rejected serving the
Emperor and retreated to live in the mountains. At this time, he met Laozi and together they created or
attempted to create the Elixir of Life Radcliffe, , by creating the theory that would be used in order to achieve
the making of such an elixir. This is the starting point to the Chinese tradition of alchemy, whose purpose was
to achieve immortality. Conflicting research on the origins of alchemy are further demonstrated by Cooper,
who claims that alchemy "flourished well before BCE, for at that date the Emperor issued an edict which
ordered public execution for anyone found making counterfeit gold" Cooper, This suggests that people were
well aware of how to heat the metals in order to change them into a desired form. Today, if one looks at the
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teachings in Daoism one can find alchemical practices in these texts. Most of which posit the existence of an
elixir or the Golden Elixir that when ingested gives the drinker eternal life. Since one can make a direct and
certain connection between Daoism and Laozi , it is a fair statement to suggest that he played a major role in
the creation of Chinese alchemy. Tsau Yen is said to have written many of the alchemical books although
none of them have ever been found, nor have the existing ones been credited to him Sivin Each of these men
are major icons in Daoist teachings. Although these three are credited with the creation of alchemy, there is no
definitive proof to suggest or dispute that they were responsible for its creation. Chinese women alchemists[
edit ] With the rise of alchemy in the Chinese civilization, it was seen as an art. Among many practitioners,
there were a significant number of women who mastered this art. The earliest recorded woman alchemist had
the family name of Fang Chinese: Fang was credited with the discovery of how to turn mercury into silver. It
was believed that she may have used the technique of silver extraction from ores using mercury, the pure
silver residue is left behind from the boiled mercury. Fang eventually went insane and killed herself. Some of
the chemical transformation skills that Keng was able to transformed was mercury to silver, mercury and
"snow" into silver, probably using the technique of mercury for the extraction of silver from its ores. Yin and
yang Yin-Yang is an important concept in the ideas of Chinese alchemy. Cooper points out that the idea is
pervasive throughout alchemical theory, as the metals were categorized as being male or female, and mercury
and sulphur especially were thought to have powers relating to lunar and solar respectively. Davis posits that,
prior to the Taoist tradition, the Chinese already had very definitive notions of the natural world, especially
involving the Five Elements, which were Water, Fire, Earth, Metal and Wood. These were commonly thought
to be interchangeable with one another; each were capable of becoming another element. The concept is
integral, as the belief in outer alchemy necessitates the belief in natural elements being able to change into
others. The cyclical balance of the elements relates to the binary opposition of yin-yang, and so it appears
quite frequently. Doctrine can be accessed to describe these methods in greater detail; the majority of Chinese
alchemical sources can be found in the Taozang , the "Taoist Canon". Outer alchemy Waidan [ edit ] Main
article: Waidan The meaning of waidan derives from wai outside, exterior and dan referring to alchemical
operations, such as the preparation of chemical elixirs, made from cinnabar , realgar , and other substances
generally involving mercury , sulfur , lead , and arsenic or else the animal and botanical products which are
found in Chinese herbology and Traditional Chinese medicine. Waidan refers to practices relating to the
process of making an elixir often containing herbal or chemical substances found outside of the body. This
process involves esoteric oral instructions, building a laboratory, kindling and sustaining the special fires used
in the production process, rules of seclusion and purification for the alchemist to follow, and various practices
including the performance of ceremonies to protect the self and the ritual area. Waidan can also include
following a dietary regimen which prescribes or proscribes certain foods. Preparing medicines and elixirs can
be referred to as outer practices or waidan as these practices occur outside of the body until they are verified
by the ingestion of medicines, herbs, and pills to bring about physical changes within the body, separate to the
soul. Inner alchemy Neidan [ edit ] Main article: Neidan The term Neidan can be divided into two parts: Nei,
meaning inner, and Dan, which refers to alchemy, elixir, and cinnabar mercury. Neidan uses techniques such
as: Breathing exercises were used to preserve jing or "life essence" and bodily postures were used to improve
qi or "energy" flow in the body. Neidan comprises the elixir from the principles of Traditional Chinese
Medicine and the cultivation of substances already present in the body, in particular the manipulation of three
substances in the body known as the "Three Treasures". The three treasures are: Jing which can be translated
as "life essence". A person is born with Jing and it governs the developmental growth processes in the body.
Since people are born with a certain amount of Jing, it is taught that a person can increase their Jing through
dietary and lifestyle practices. Shen can be translated as "spirit" or "mind". Shen is the energy used in mental,
spiritual and creative functioning Lu, The three treasures are also associated with locations in the body where
the alchemical process takes place. These locations include major organs and energy centers, called dantians.
Jing or "life essence" is found in the Kidneys and possibly the adrenal glands. Qi or "vital energy" resides in
Lower Dantian or "elixir field" and it is located about an inch down from navel. Shen or "spiritual energy" is
seated in the Middle Dantian, which is the Heart. Comparison with Yoga[ edit ] Cooper writes that "the
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aspirant neither renounces life in the world nor is caught up in the realm of the senses" essentially reiterating
the yin and yang values of balance that Daoism and Chinese alchemy were originally derived from. Drawing
on Mircea Eliade , Cooper states that "yoga requires perfect discipline of body and mind, the object being to
rouse the spiritual powers The diet was often vegetarian, and some diets removed onion and garlic, others
removed grains, and still other removed fish and other meat Cooper, Chinese alchemical elixir poisoning
When ingested, these compounds did not always result in the desired outcome. Many individuals died or had
psychological difficulties after taking certain elixirs. However, the loss of life may not have seemed a large
risk, when compared with the promise of the afterlife. Although these elixirs were lethal or dangerous, there is
some contention that these individuals were not ignorant of the fatality of some of the materials they were
ingesting. There were certain grades of immortality, so if the practiced alchemist died, the level of immortality
they achieved was determined by their corpse. If their corpse was sweet-smelling, it was said that they had
achieved immortality in an ephemeral state. Likewise, if their corpse disappeared, leaving behind only the
clothes, such as in the death of an adept named Ko Hung , this was another form of immortality known as shih
chieh hsien corpse-free immortals Cooper, Conception of medicine[ edit ] Main article: Traditional Chinese
medicine Medicines can be used to heal ailments on the exterior or interior of the body, to control the ageing
of the body, or even to prevent death. The term medicine and elixir are virtually interchangeable because of
the array of ailments they can influence. The difference between defining an elixir from a medicine was that
many medicines were composed mainly of all natural products like herbs and animal products. Never the
animals themselves, only their products, which could consist of dung or fur. Although metal compounds are
more potent when curing ailments, herbs were used because they were easier to combine and more abundantly
available. To make medicines one would use ingredients like: Kolo nuts, which would be used in famous
longevity pills like "Fo-Ti-Ti"; Asparagus , which was used because it was known to increase strength; sesame
, which prevents senility; and pine which has over different uses.
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This is the best Chinese book on Taoist Yoga written by a great master born in Qing Dynasty. Charles Luk did a great
job in translating this classic text (its Chinese original also contains the lineage of the master himself and his good
intention to transmit this knowledge to a wider audience).

Welcome to the New Enlightenment Ayana Wednesday, 21 December Taoist Yoga: Chakras and dantians
share a similar function. Does it matter which map we use to access the terrain of our subtle bodies? I tend to
think not, but others might disagree. Many have speculated about ways in which the two systems relate to each
other. However, at certain points, this transformation is more intense, more active. On the planet we refer to
such a point as a vortex. On the human body, they are called Chakras. The word Chakras literally means
wheel, so a Chakra is where the Unmanifest spins itself into the manifest. There are many Chakras in the
human body but we usually focus on the seven major ones, located along the spine. Each Chakra has its own
qualities which influence our physical and emotional well-being. Past karmas relating to those qualities are
also stored at the level of the Chakras. In an Enlightened body, the Chakras spin freely, allowing for an
effortless process of transformation and the unimpeded flow of energy throughout the body. However, for
most of us, there are blockages in these areas leading to a loss of Wholeness in the quality of life. Surrounding
the physical body are the layers of subtle bodies, often collectively referred to as the aura. These subtle bodies
completely mirror the physical body, and everything we experience in the physical body is first experienced in
the subtle body. By keeping the subtle bodies perfectly aligned with the physical body, we can maintain
balance and harmony in life. The subtle bodies also act as a kind of protective shield to the physical body, so
keeping them strong and healthy is important to our well-being. Running through all of this is a network of
energy channels, known in Ayurveda as nadis. According to Ayurveda, we have 72, nadis in our physiology.
The nadis radiate out from the Chakras, acting as the lines of communication to all parts of our physiology.
Keeping these channels clear is important to the free flow of energy and information throughout the
physiology. There are three major nadis in the body. The Ida Nadi is on the left side of the spine. It is cooling,
feminine and purifying. The Pingala Nadi runs along the right side of the spine. It is heating, masculine and
cleansing in the way fire cleanses. Balance between these two nadis creates balance in our lives. The
Sushumna Nadi is located in the center of the spine and is the channel through which the spiritual energy or
Kundalini Shakti will eventually rise from the Root Chakra at the base of the spine to the Crown Chakra,
opening the door to Freedom. Taoist practitioners learn to transmute Jing into Qi into Shen, and the reverse, i.
Internal Alchemy understands the human body to be a precious and necessary resource for our spiritual
journey, rather than as something to be ignored or transcended. The literal translation of Dantian is "cinnabar
field," and they have a function, in Taoist practice, similar to the function of the Chakras used in Hindu yoga
practice. The most important of the three Dantian is the lower Dantian, located in the lower abdomen, 1.
Golden Urn is an important energy-source for the kidneys, the brain and the "third eye" center. Sit comfortably
in a chair, with your feet flat on the floor and your spine upright. Take a couple of deep breaths, and with each
exhalation release any unnecessary tension, especially in the head, neck and shoulders. Smile gently and
simply relax. Just rest your attention, very gently and with a kind of curiosity, in this part of your body. In that
space - deep in your belly - visualize a mountain of snow, with a very warm sun shining down from above - as
though there were a sun in your lower belly, shining down on the Snow Mountain. As the snow melts and
turns to water, the water flows down the sides of the mountain to form a lake at its base, and â€” at the same
time - steam rises upward and nourishes your entire body. Stay with this visualization - sun melting snow,
water forming a lake at the base of the mountain, steam rising upward as nourishment for your body - for a
couple minutes, or longer. Little by little, this visualization will create actual sensations within your body,
which you can simply notice and enjoy. To end, dissolve the visualization, and relax for a minute or two
before continuing with your day. Different people have different ways of visualizing:
5: Taoist Yoga: Alchemy & Immortality - Pi ChÊ»en Chao, Charles Luk, KÊ»uan YÃ¼ Lu - Google Books
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This classic text is a comprehensive course in Taoist yoga with instructions by ancient and enlightened masters. Written
in a question and answer format, "Taoist Yoga" provides complete instruction and training in a particular type of spiritual
alchemy that allows us to achieve the divine state of immorality.

6: new illuminati: Taoist Yoga: Immortality Theory & Practice
Many years before almost any Taoist Yoga, Chi Gung books were available. Long before Mantak Chia great works that
break it down in physical simple terms and Dr. Yang's Hallmark extremely detailed must read The Root of Chinese
Qigong; this was the only book out there.

7: Taoist Immortality Program - Taoist Arts Center
Taoist Yoga: Alchemy & Immortality Yoga Philosophy of Patanjali: Containing His Yoga Aphorisms with Vyasa's
Commentary in Sanskrit and a Translation with Annotations Including Many Suggestions for the Practice of Yoga
Glimpses of Raja Yoga: An Introduction to Patanjali's Yoga.

8: Taoist Yoga: Alchemy and Immortality - PDF Free Download
Taoist yogis - practitioners of qigong and inner alchemy - use the lower, middle and upper dantians to gather, refine and
circulate qi (also spelled "chi"). Hindu and Buddhist yogis tend to use the seven chakra system to accomplish the same.

9: Taoist Yoga : Alchemy and Immortality by Charles Luk; Luk | eBay
Idiot's Guide to Daoist Taoist Yoga Neidan Qigong Neigong Alchemy Meditation Kundalini Energy - Duration:
Voidisyinyang Voidisyinyang 2, views.
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